
 

CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

Background and Rationale 

Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy (BAFME) is characterized by these 

criterias: 

1) Infrequent epileptic seizure 

2) Autosomal dominant manner, vibration movement of the limbs  

3) Adult-onset 

4) Abnormal polyspikes and waves detected by electroencephalogram (EEG) 

and partially photosensitivity 

5) Giant somatosensory-evoked potential (SEP) 

6) Enlarged long-loop reflex (C-reflex) 

7) Positive spikes preceding myoclonus detected by jerk-locked averaging 

method 

8) Rather benign outcome without dementia and cerebellar ataxia(1, 2) 

BAFME diagnosis is based on clinical and electrophysiological criteria. An 

electrophysiological study is essential to confirm the cortical origin of myoclonus.BAFME 

was first reported in 1990 in the Japanese population. Until now about 50 Japanese, 10 

European families and a French family were reported(1, 3, 4). 

Recently the gene(s) responsible for this disease has not been identified but 

previous studies revealed that BAFME was linked to at least 3 loci. The first locus was linked 

to chromosome 8q23.3-q24.1 (BAFME1) by linkage analysis(1, 5), the second locus was 

linked to chromosome 2p11.1-q12.2 (BAFME2)(3, 6) and chromosome 5p15.31-p15 

(BAFME3)(4).  

In this study we reported the first BAFME family in Thailand. This family consists of 

13 affected members. We aim to identify a disease-causing gene which will provide 

accurate information and genetic counseling for the affected families. Moreover, it would be 

useful for understanding the mechanism of the disease. 

บทคดัยอ่และแฟ้มข้อมลูฉบบัเตม็ของวิทยานิพนธ์ตัง้แตปี่การศกึษา 2554 ท่ีให้บริการในคลงัปัญญาจฬุาฯ (CUIR)  

เป็นแฟ้มข้อมลูของนิสติเจ้าของวิทยานิพนธ์ท่ีสง่ผา่นทางบณัฑิตวิทยาลยั  

The abstract and full text of theses from the academic year 2011 in Chulalongkorn University Intellectual Repository(CUIR) 

are the thesis authors' files submitted through the Graduate School. 
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Research questions 

1. Are our Thai patients with tremors affected with BAFME? 

2. Is the gene underlying BAFME in our Thai family linked with two known BAFME loci? 

3. Which chromosomal region is linked to the BAFME in our Thai family? 

4. What gene underlies BAFME in our Thai family? 

 

Objectives 

To identify the fourth genetic locus responsible for Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic 

Epilepsy. 

 

Hypotheses 
- 
 

Research design 

Descriptive and in vitro studies 

 

Key words 

 Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy, autosomal dominant inheritance, absence 

of linkage, electrophysiological studies, Genome-wide linkage study, microsatellite markers, 

genotyping. 

 

Ethical consideration 

 The Chulalongkorn Ethics Committee has approved this study. All patients or their 

parents who participated in this experiment informed consent form. 

 
Expected benefit 

1. To provide further understanding into the molecular basis of epilepsy and better 

insight into the disease mechanism leading to more effective treatment of this 

disorder. 
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2. To provide accurate information and appropriate counseling for families with the 

disease. 

 
Research methodology 

 To identify the BAFME family, the diagnosis of BAFME used clinical and 

electrophysiological criteria. Neurologists performed physical examination, family history, C-

reflex, SEP, EEG, Jerk-locked averaging method. 

 To exclude linkage with two known loci (chromosome 8 and chromosome 2) using 

the microsatellite markers that distributed in the previous link region. 

 To perform whole genome linkage analysis, we use ABI linkage mapping set version 

2.5. It consists of 400 microsatellite markers which distributed in the genome. 

 To narrow down the critical region, we selected the microsatellite marker in the 

critical region 

 We attempted to find the pathogenic mutation. We performed Targeted Next-

generation sequencing which captured specific region of interest and sequence only the 

critical region. Then we did 385K Array CGH for detected dosage imbalance. Whole exome 

sequencing was also performed. 
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Conceptual framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identification and clinical characterization of all available family 

members with Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy (BAFME) 

Absence of linkage 

Performing electrophysiological study (EEG, SEP, 

C-reflex, Jerk-locked averaging method) 

Compatible with BAFME 

Narrow down the 

critical region 

Not BAFME 

Linkage analysis of the two previously identified 

chromosomal regions (chromosomes 8 and 2) 

Confirm linkage 

Whole genome linkage analysis 

using 400 microsatellite markers 

Narrow down the 

critical region 

Analysis of whole linked 

region by Targeted next-

generation sequencing 

Analysis of whole linked 

region by Targeted next-

generation sequencing 

Functional analysis 

Get candidate gene 

Yes No 

Detecting dosage imbalance using 

array based CGH 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 

Epilepsy 

Epilepsy is a usual chronic neurological disorders characterized by seizures(7). 

Many people in the world have epilepsy(8). The seizures may occur in recovering patients. 

Epilepsy can control, but not cured, with medication. Epilepsy may be single disorder or 

syndromic with other symptoms, depending on abnormal electrical activity in the brain and 

seizures. 

Some type of epilepsy occurs from mutation in several genes. The most of genes 

encode protein subunits of voltage-gated and ligand-gated ion channels are associated 

with forms of infantile seizure syndromes and generalized epilepsy(9). 

 

Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy 

Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy was first reported in 1990 Ikeda et al. 

reported two Japanese patients with action tremor presumably originated in the cerebral 

cortex(10). Surface Electromyography (EMG) showed abnormal discharge, which 

resembled tremor. Electrophysiological findings showed giant somatosensory evoked 

potentials (SEPs), enhanced long-loop reflex and jerk-locked averaging method (JLA) 

revealed premovement cortical spike. Treatment with beta-blocker showed no effect, but 

antiepileptic drug for example valproate, primidone and clonazepam were effective by 

suppressing the tremor and the amplitude of SEPs. Ikeda et al. have called this involuntary 

movement "cortical tremor," which is in fact a variant of cortical myoclonus. 

 In 1996 Kuwano et al. reported the 5 Japanese pedigrees with this disease 

dominantly inherited disorder(11). The affected individuals presented with myoclonus 

seizures and abnormal EEG findings with particularly photosensitivity. The age of onset was 

between 18 and 50 years. Performing the CAG expansion in the dentatorubral-

pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA) gene showed normal results. DRPLA gene was excluded by 

linkage analysis. 
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 In 1997 Terada et al. reported three families with six patients with tremor that 

showed late onset(12). It is an autosomal dominant manner. The affected individuals had 

tremor in the distal limbs. No cerebellar ataxia or dementia were reported. 

Electrophysiological studies revealed the spikes on EEG, enlarged somatosensory evoked 

potential, enhanced C-reflex, and polyspikes preceding the rhythmic jerk detected by the 

JLBA. They confirmed the cortical origin of the myoclonus. 

 In the same year Okino et al. described 3 adult-onset myoclonic epilepsy pedigrees 

(13). The age of onset of the myoclonus was between 30 and 40, with rare generalized 

tonic-clonic seizures (GTCS). The pedigree showed autosomal dominant pattern. 

Electrophysiologic studies revealed giant SEPs, polyspikes on EEG, enhanced C-reflexes, 

and a preceding wave on JLA. They supported the cortical origin of the myoclonus. 

 In 1998 Elia et al. reported a autosomal dominant European family with epilepsy, 

cortical tremor and mental retardation (14). All patients showed photoparoxysmal response 

and abnormal EEG. Long loop reflex, premyoclonus spike on JLBA and giant SEPs showed 

in all patients. 

 In 1999 Mikami et al. described a large Japanese pedigree with benign adult 

familial Myoclonic epilepsy. It was mapped on chromosome 8 by linkage analysis(1). At the 

microsatellite marker D8S555 gave the maximum 2-point lod score of 4.31 was obtained at 

a recombination fraction of 0.0; between D8S555 and D8S1779 gave the maximum 

multipoint lod score was 5.42. The locus was mapped on 8q23.3-q24.11.  

In 1999 Plaster et al.  inquired 4 previously reported familial adult myoclonic 

epilepsy Japanese pedigrees(5). The FAME locus was on chromosome 8q24 with a 

maximum lod score of 4.86 that flanked by microsatellite markers D8S514 and D8S1804. 

Researcher claimed that FAME had  been identified in Japan only.  

 In 2001 Guerrini et al. reported a large Italian kindred in which 11 individuals (8 

living) over 5 generations were affected with an autosomal dominant disorder characterized 

by distal myoclonus and seizures(6). All affected members had an onset in adulthood (a 

mean of 25 years old) with distal, rhythmic involuntary movements resembling tremors, and 

infrequent generalized tonic-clonic seizures (GTCS). Three patients also had intractable 
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complex partial seizures, which were often followed by secondary generalization. EEG 

showed focal frontotemporal as well as generalized interictal abnormalities. Detailed 

neurophysiologic studies showed enhanced long-loop reflexes, giant SEPs, and 

premovement cortical spikes by JLBA. Genome-wide linkage analysis of the affected family 

reported by Guerrini et al. yielded a maximum multipoint lod score of 3.74 with the marker 

D2S2175. Linkage to the locus for familial adult myoclonic epilepsy on 8q24 was excluded. 

 In 2002 Labauge et al. reported a 4-generation European family with clinical findings 

of FAME segregating in an autosomal dominant pattern(15). Ten living and three deceased 

members had symptoms after age 30 and a history of myoclonic movements of the 

extremities, and 8 of 13 also had generalized tonic-clonic seizures. Five patients underwent 

electrophysiologic examination with findings consistent with the diagnosis of FAME. 

Dementia and cerebellar ataxia were absent. Linkage to FAME1 locus on chromosome 8 

was excluded. 

 In 2003 De Falco et al. reported 2 Italian families with non-progressive autosomal 

dominant BAFME(3). Cortical tremor was the presenting symptom in all affected patients, 

appearing at the age of 11 to 40 years (mean in the twenties). Most patients had infrequent 

seizures, and electrophysiologic studies suggested a cortical origin. Linkage analysis 

indicated linkage to chromosome 2p11.1-q12.2 (maximum cumulative lod score of 3.32). 

The authors noted that their patients did not have complex partial seizures or mental 

retardation, as was described by Guerrini et al. (2001), and suggested that the disorders 

might be allelic. 

 In 2005 Deng et al. reported a large BAFME pedigree in China(16). Genotyping 

using 11 microsatellite markers covering the two previously identified chromosomal regions 

was performed. However, evidence of negative linkage was found (LOD score 

<-3.0 at no recombination). They concluded that the causative gene responsible for BAFME 

in the Chinese pedigree might be located on a new region other than 8q23.3–q24.1 and 

2p11.1–q12.2, indicating the presence of a third locus for BAFME. 

 In 2007 Carr et al. reported 2 large Western Cape province of South Africa families 

with GTCS and myoclonus(17). Age of onset was between 13 and 31 years old. Myoclonus 
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was observed in upper and lower limbs. The additional features included nystagmus, 

dysarthria, abnormal pursuit, cerebellar, ataxia hyperreflexia and cerebellar atrophy. The 

families were of mixed ancestry. Carr et al. described that the symptom was more severe 

than the BAFME1. Exlclusion of linkage (BAFME1 and BAFME2) was found. 

 In 2008 Striano et al. commentated that the publication reported by Carr et al. 

(2007) was more severe than BAFME, and proposed that the disorder should be changed 

within the group of progressive myoclonic epilepsies (18). Striano and co-workers 

suggested that the designation 'FAME' be reserved for familial nonprogressive cortical 

tremor and epilepsy. 

 In 2008 Saint-Martin et al. studied a family which was previously reported by 

Labauge et al. by linkage analysis and found significant linkage to chromosome 2 

(multipoint lod scores greater than 3.0 between markers D2S2114 and D2S2187)(19). 

Haplotype analysis identified a 40.27-Mb region segregating in all 10 affected. The region 

overlapped with FAME2, refining the locus to a 16.65-Mb region between D2S2161 and 

D2S2264. Sequence analysis of several candidate genes in that region did not identify 

pathogenic mutations.  

 In the same year (2008) Madia et al. reported 5 families with FAME2 from southern 

Italy, including the family reported by de Falco et al. (2003) and found significant linkage to 

chromosome 2p11.1-q12.2 (maximum cumulative lod score of 18.5) (20). A common 15-Mb 

haplotype that segregated with the disorder was identified in all the families, indicating a 

founder effect. 

 In 2010 Depienne et al. reported a large French family in which 16 individuals had a 

form of myoclonic epilepsy. Most patients had onset as adults in their twenties or thirties, 

although 1 boy had onset of cortical myoclonus at age 10. Five patients presented with 

cortical myoclonus, 5 with seizures, and 6 with both at the same time. Two had only cortical 

myoclonus without seizures. Of the 14 with seizures, 11 had GTCS and 3 had only focal 

seizures, characterized by visual hallucinations or transient loss of consciousness. Five 

patients met the electrophysiologic criteria for cortical myoclonus: paroxysmal polyspike 

and wave activity on EEG, photosensitivity, and giant somatosensory evoked potential, 
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enhanced long-loop reflex (C-reflex), and cortical transients preceding the myoclonic jerks. 

Exercise, uneven ground, light, and low blood sugar precipitated the episodes. All patients 

responded to treatment. Seven patients were older than 60 years, and all had severe 

myoclonus affecting both upper and lower limbs, leading to walking impairment in 6. None 

had mental retardation or cognitive impairment. By genome-wide linkage analysis of a large 

French family with cortical myoclonic epilepsy, found linkage to a 9.31-Mb region on 

chromosome 5p15.31-p15.1 between D5S580 and D5S2096 (multipoint lod score of 3.66). 

Two asymptomatic family members also shared this region. The highest 2-point lod scores 

were 6.3 and 6.2 for D5S486 and D5S1380, respectively. Sequencing excluded mutations in 

the coding regions of the SEMA5A and CTNND2 genes (4). 

In 2011 Mori et al. reanalyzed the Japanese family reported by Yasuda (1991) and 

Mikami et al. (1999) using 10K SNP arrays and additional microsatellite markers in a 

genomewide linkage analysis. The FAME1 locus was mapped on chromosome 8q23.3-

q24.13 (maximum 2-point lod score of 6.0 for marker rs1021897). Analysis of sequence and 

CNV analysis of all 38 genes located in the candidate region were completed, but no 

pathogenic mutation was found(21). 

In 2012 Hitomi et al. reported the clinical anticipation in Japanese benign adult 

familial myoclonus epilepsy (BAFME), defined as earlier onset age of either cortical tremor 

or generalized seizures or new appearance of those symptoms in the next generation, 

remains unknown. The onset age and the degree of both cortical tremor and generalized 

seizures were investigated in nine patients of four BAFME families. Clinical anticipation in 

the onset age of cortical tremor or generalized seizures was observed in three families, and 

generalized seizures newly appeared in the next generation in those two families and in 

another family. Clinical anticipation was observed in four families, which suggests the 

clinical progression over generation in Japanese BAFME families (22). 
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Table 1. Different name of Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy (23). 

 

Abbreviation Full name 

ADCME Autosomal dominant cortical myoclonus and epilepsy 

BAFME Benign adult familial Myoclonic epilepsy 

CrtTr Cortical tremor 

FAME Familial adult myoclonic epilepsy 

FCMT Familial cortical myoclonic tremor 

FCTE Familial cortical tremor with epilepsy 

FEME Familial essential myoclonus and epilepsy 

FMEA Familial benign myoclonus epilepsy of adult onset 

HTE Heredofamilial tremor and epilepsy 
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Linkage analysis 

In linkage analysis, recombination fraction is  the proportion of recombinations out of 

all opportunities for recombination (recombinations and non-recombinations). Linked mean 

two genes do not independent assortment, they are close each other on the same 

chromosome. On the contrary genes that located on different chromosomes independent 

assortment and have are combination frequency of 50%, linked genes have are 

combination frequency that is less than 50% (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Process of meiosis. 
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Figure 2. Recombination fraction is a measure of genetic distance. 

 

LOD score method 

Lod score is the log of odds or log of the likelihood ratio. It is developed in 1955 by 

Newton E. Morton. The LOD score is calculated as follows: log of the probability of birth 

sequence with given theta divided by probability of birth sequence with theta equal to zero 

point five. 

 

 
  

 A LOD score more than 3.0 is significance for linkage. On the other side, exclude 

linkage when a LOD score values less than -2.0. The positive LOD score calculation should 

do from the single pedigree. 
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Microsatellite marker 

Microsatellites are short tandem repeats. The repeat units are normally di-, tri- tetra- 

or pentanucleotides. They distributed in the genome in non-coding part(24).  

 Microsatellites are highly polymorphic, so they are useful for genetic markers. The 

microsatellites have high mutation rate when we compared to the normal DNA regions. It 

can be described the frequency by slippage during DNA replication.  

Microsatellites are the most significant tool for mapping genomes. They are useful in 

biomedical diagnosis. They are the primary marker for DNA testing in forensics(25, 26).  

 

 
Figure 3. Designing microsatellites from genomic DNA. Forward and reverse primers are 

created to flank the region of microsatellite.  

 
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) 

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) are the newer sequencing methods. These new 

technologies combine the various strategies together. They are four step. First, template 

preparation. Second, sequencing and imaging, Third, genome alignment and finally, 

assembly methods. The major advantage of is the ability to produce a gigantic volume of 

data cheaply(27). 
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Targeted resequencing 

The interested regions were captured and sequenced only those regions. It includes 

human whole exome sequencing, custom capture sequencing and ChIP-seq. 

 

Table 2. In detail of NGS technologies (28). 

 

 

Technology Amplification Read 

length (bp) 

Throughput Method of Sequencing 

Roche/GS-FLX 

Titanium 

Emulsion PCR 400-600 500 Mbp/run Pyrosequencing 

Illumina/Hiseq2000

, HiScan 

Bridge PCR 2*100 200Gbp/run Reversible terminator 

ABI/SOLiD 5500*1 Emulsion PCR 50-100 >100 Gbp/run Sequencing-by-ligation (octamer) 

Polonator/G.007 Emulsion PCR 26 8-10 Gbp/run Sequencing-by-ligation 

(monomer) 

Helicos/Heliscope No 35 (25-55) 21-37 

Gbp/run 
True single-molecule 

sequencing (tSMS) 
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Whole Exome Sequencing 

 The exome sequencing is the targeted sequencing of the protein coding. It is a 

recently and powerful tool for discovering the genetic basis of diseases(29). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Workflow for exome sequencing (29). Randomly sheared the genomic DNA, and 

an in vitro shotgun library are constructed. Then, the library enrichment are performed for 

sequences corresponding to coding region (dark blue fragments): hybridization of 

fragments are performed. Washing and the targeted DNA are eluted. Targeted DNA are 

sequenced by high throughput DNA sequencer. Mapping, alignment and variant calling are 

performed. 

About three companies (Illumina Agilent, and Nimblegen) offer the reagents for 

capturing exome. There are some difference concept between them. 
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CHAPTER III 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Subjects and clinical descriptions 

We identified a large Thai family including 13 affected individuals in whom BAFME 

segregates as an autosomal dominant inheritance (figure 4). Family members underwent a 

complete historical interview, neurologic examination. Most electrophysiologic 

examinations, including electroencephalograms (EEG), somatosensory evoked potentials 

(SSEP), C-reflex, and jerk-locked back averaging method were performed. Blood samples 

were collected from all 24 family members, and genomic DNA were isolated. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Pedigree of a Thai family with Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy (BAFME). 

Circles indicate female subjects and squares indicate male subjects. Affected members 

with cortical tremor and generalized seizures are represented by filled symbols and 

affected with cortical tremor only are represented by1/2-filled symbols. Bar denotes patients 

clinically examined by the neurologists. A slash through the symbol indicates that the 

subject is deceased. 

 

After informed consent was received, peripheral blood (3 ml) was obtained from the 

patient and genomic DNA was extracted by standard methods. Controls were healthy 

volunteers unaffected with epilepsy and had no family history of epilepsy. 
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Electrophysiological findings 

EEG-EMG polygraphy 

Analyzing the relationship between cortical events and Myoclonic were performed 

by the recording of EEG and EMG. Surface EMG used for recording the myoclonus. 

Recording the cortical activities are performed by classical EEG.  

Generally cortical myoclonus show a spike or a polyspike. If there is no abnormal 

EEG, it possible that the cortical signal is too low when compare with the EEG 

background(30). 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Method for EEG measurement. 
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Somatosensory Evoked Potentials (SEPs) 

Myoclonic patients were performed SEPs for searching the increased cortical 

responses. The giant SEPs is a classical characteristic of cortical myoclonus. SEPs were 

performed by averaging EEG over several hundreds of peripheral-nerve stimuli. After 

stimulation at median-nerve, the parietal N20 is the first cortical response. Between N20 and 

the following componentsP27, and between P27 and N33 the peak-to-peak amplitude is 

measured. It is normally stimulated that 10 μV shows the enlarged cortical responses, 

namely giant SEPs. The components P27–N33 and N20–P27 can be found giant while N20 

may be normal, implying that normal of the sensory input into the cortex and the primary 

cortical response.  

Nevertheless giant SEPs are not found in all patients with cortical myoclonus. It is 

possible that the abnormality is not strong to be detected by SEPs studies or these patients 

have no abnormality in the cortical processing of sensory inputs(30). 
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Long-latency reflex or C reflex 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Two reflex loops may be associated. The short one is a spinal loop owing to an 

excitatory effect of Ia fibers onto homologous α motoneurones called the H reflex. The long 

one is a transcortical loop involving the lemniscal system and the sensorimotor cortex. The 

connection between sensory inputs and the motor system showed at the somatosensory 

cortex (30). 
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Jerk-locked back averaging EEG 

128 channels of EEG was performed for JLA, the averaging of 500 jerks were 

performed. The myoclonus onset is at time 0. At the left central region A premyoclonic spike 

is present.  

 

DNA Extraction 

Total DNA extraction was performed according to Qiagen kit protocol. Buffy coat 

from 3-5 ml of EDTA blood was separated by centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 10 minutes. 

Remove plasma and transfer buffy coat to a new 15-ml tube. Add 10 ml cold lysis buffer I 

and mix thoroughly. Centrifuge at 1,000 x g for 5 min, discard supernatant and then repeat 

this step once. Add 200 µl Buffer AL to the sample and 20 µl proteinase K. Mix by pulse-

vortexing for 15 s. Incubate at 56°C for 10 min. Add 200 µl ethanol (96–100%) to the 

sample, and mix again by pulse-vortexing for 15 s. After mixing, briefly centrifuge to remove 

drops from the inside of the lid. Carefully apply the mixture to the QIAamp Mini spin column 

(in a 2 ml collection tube) without wetting the rim. Centrifuge at 6000 x g (8000 rpm) for 1 

min. Place the QIAamp Mini spin column in a clean 2 ml collection tube and discard the 

tube containing the filtrate. Add 500 µl Buffer AW1 without wetting the rim. Centrifuge at 

6000 x g (8000 rpm) for 1 min. Place the QIAamp Mini spin column in a clean 2 ml collection 

tube, and discard the collection tube containing the filtrate. Add 500 µl Buffer AW2 without 

wetting the rim. Centrifuge at full speed (20,000 x g; 14,000 rpm) for 3 min. Place the 

QIAamp Mini spin column in a new 2 ml collection tube and discard the old collection tube 

with the filtrate. Centrifuge at full speed for 1 min. Place the QIAamp Mini spin column in a 

clean 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube, and discard the collection tube containing the filtrate. 

Add 200 µl Buffer AE or distilled water. 
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RNA Extraction 

Total RNA extraction was performed according to Qiagen kit protocol. For blood 

samples, buffy coat from 3-5 ml of EDTA blood was separated by centrifugation at 1,000 x g 

for 10 minutes. Remove plasma and transfer buffy coat to a new 15-ml tube. Add 10 ml 

Buffer EL and mix thoroughly. Incubate for 10–15 min on ice. Mix by vortexing briefly 2 times 

during incubation. Centrifuge at 400 x g for 10 min at 4°C, and completely remove and 

discard supernatant. Add 10 ml Buffer EL to the cell pellet. Resuspend cells by vortexing 

briefly. Centrifuge at 400 x g for 10 min at 4°C, and completely remove and discard 

supernatant. Add 600 µl Buffer RLT to pelleted leukocytes. For lymphoblastoid cell line, 

harvest 10 ml of lymphoblastoid cell line with cell density of 1x106 cells /ml. Pellet the cells 

by centrifuging for 5 min at 300 x g in a centrifuge tube. Carefully remove all supernatant by 

aspiration. Disrupt cells by adding 600 µl Buffer RLT. Pipet lysate directly into a 

QIAshredder spin column in a 2 ml collection tube (provided) and centrifuge for 2 min at 

maximum speed to homogenize. Discard QIAshredder spin column and save homogenized 

lysate. Transfer lysate to new 1.5-ml tube. Disrupt cells by adding 600 µl Buffer RLT. 

Transfer each cell lysate after adding buffer ALT into a QIAshredder spin column in a 2 ml 

collection tube and centrifuge for 2 min at maximum speed to homogenize. Discard 

QIAshredder spin column and save homogenized lysate. Add 1 volume 600 µl of 70% 

ethanol to the homogenized lysate and mix by pipetting. Do not centrifuge. Carefully pipet 

sample, including any precipitate which may be formed, into anew QIAamp spin column in 

a 2 ml collection tube without moistening the rim.  Centrifuge for 15 s at 8000 x g (10,000 

rpm). Transfer the QIAamp spin column into a new 2 ml collection tube. Apply700 µl Buffer 

RW1 to the QIAamp spin column and centrifuge for 15 s at 8000 x g (10,000 rpm) to wash. 

Place QIAamp spin column in a new 2 ml collection tube. Pipet 500 µl of Buffer RPE into the 

QIAamp spin column and centrifuge for 15 s at 8000 x g(10,000 rpm).Carefully open the 

QIAamp spin column and add 500 µl of Buffer RPE. Close the cap and centrifuge at full 

speed (20,000 x g, 14,000 rpm) for 3 min. Place the QIAamp spin column in a new 2 ml 

collection tube and discard the old collection tube with the filtrate. Centrifuge at fullspeed 

for 1 min. Transfer QIAamp spin column into a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and pipet 30–50 
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µl of RNase-free water directly onto the QIAamp membrane. Centrifuge for 1 min at 8000 x 

g (10,000 rpm) to elute. Repeat this step once. 

 

Genotyping genetic markers and linkage analysis 

 After informed consent, genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood 

leukocytes of 24 family members (figure 1) using ArchivePure DNA Blood Kit (5 Prime Inc., 

Gaithersburg, MD). We first performed linkage analysis with two known loci on chromosome 

8q23.3-q24.1 and 2p11.1-q12.2. Using seven microsatellite markers (D8S1830, D8S555, 

D8S588, D8S1112, D8S1826, D8S572-18, D8S1799) on chromosome 8 and three markers 

(D2S388, D2S2175, D2S2264) on chromosome 2, we were able to exclude linkage to these 

loci. The details of primers were obtained from Marshfield map**. We typed all fluorescently 

labeled primers on an ABI Prism 3100 genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, 

CA) with GeneMapper software (Applied Biosystems). MLINK program was used to 

calculate the two-point linkage analysis with the following model: autosomal dominant 

inheritance with high penetrance, set at 0.01 and 0.99. 

Remark: **(http://research.marshfieldclinic.org/genetics/GeneticResearch/compMaps.asp). 

 

Table 3. List of microsatellite marker for exclusion of linkage on chromosome 8 and 

chromosome 2. 
Marker Dye ASR Forward sequence Reverse sequence 

D8S1830 FAM 149 187 TGCACCTTGTGGATGG ACCTCAAATCAGATTAGAGAGCC 

D8S555 FAM 165 177 GGCAAAGTTCAGAGGC GGAGGGTTCCATATTTCAA 

D8S588 FAM 177 197 AGCTCTCAAAATATGATTCTATTTC CCATTCAAGAAACCATGCTT 

D8S1112 FAM 206 234 GGATGATTGTAAGTTATAGGGAGG CTGCAGGTGATCGAAGACTT 

D8S1826 VIC 137 173 TTTCTACACTTCGCTTTTTG GTGGTAGGAGATGCCC 

D8S572-18 FAM 250 290 TGGTAATTTCAGAGGTTCCG GATACATTACTTTTGCTTTT 

D8S1799 VIC 224 270 TCACAGCAACTCCACCCCG GGACATTCTGCCCCCTGAAGAT 

D2S388 FAM 254 266 CTAAAAAAATGTGTTAAGCAAAAA TTGGCCCTGCATTACT 

D2S2175 FAM 105 135 ATGAGCCTGAGATATTGGA CTGCTTAGAGTTATTTTGGGT 

D2S2264 FAM 241 256 CATCTCAAAGGGCATGTC TCGAATGAACAGTGCCTC 
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Figure 8. Genetic map of the genotyped markers flanking the previously identified regions. 

 
Genome-wide linkage study (GWLS) 

GWLS was performed using ABI Prism Linkage Mapping Sets-MD10 Version 2.5 

(Applied Biosystems). This set consists of400fluorescentlylabeledprimer pairs selected to 

amplify dinucleotide repeats thatdefineanaverage10centimorgan (cM) resolution human 

index map. Forward and reverse primers are combined and supplied in a tube at 10mM 

concentration (5mM of each primer) in 10mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0. 
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Narrowing down the critical region. 

After the linked locus was identified, we selected 11 additional markers (D3S2421, 

D3S3676, D3S2427, D3S3037, D3S3730, D3S1571, D3S3609, D3S3592, D3S1602, 

D3S3686, D3S3651) in the region on chromosome 3 for fine mapping. 

 

Table 4. List of microsatellite markers for narrowing down the critical region. 
Marker Dye ASR Forward sequence Reverse sequence 

D3S2421 VIC 292 313 AGCCATGATCACACCACTCT GGTCTTCATCATGCATCCTC 

D3S3676 VIC 167 181 CCATTGAAGTAAAACTGCC AGTGAAACACAATAGACCAAGAT 

D3S2427 VIC 203 245 CTCCTCGTCACTGCAGTCTT CTGCCTCATCTGTTCAGGAT 

D3S3037 FAM 189 221 GGATTACATTTCTAATCTGGAACG TTGAGACATGTAACTTTTAATACGC 

D3S3730 VIC 138 156 GACTGGAAAATTCAGCCTCTA AAGATGAGTCCTGAGCATGT 

D3S1571 NED 160 184 ACAGTGGCTGATGCCTT CACAGGTGGGCACTACAT 

D3S3609 PET 163 185 AGCTGGGGACCAGTCT CGAGAGTAACTTGTACGGTG 

D3S3592 FAM 159 173 GCAGTTCTGAGTGATTTACCA TCATCTGAGGTGTCTGATTG 

D3S1602 FAM 275 297 AGAGCCTTCTATGGGTCTACAT AGCTCAACCTTCAAACATACATT 

D3S3686 FAM 108 134 AGGGTATTTCATTCCCATTG CCAGGTTACGCCAAGTG 

D3S3651 FAM 248 256 AGTGTGCTCTGGTTTTCTC TTCGATATGAACTTGCTTATTG 
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Figure 9. The diagram showed genetics distance of each marker that use for refining the 

critical region. 
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Targeted resequencing of 10 Mb linkage region on chromosome 3 

The III-7 genomic DNA was used to perform targeted of entire 10 Mb linkage region 

between D3S2747 and D3S3663 interval. With the Next-generation sequencing (NGS) 

service of Macrogen Inc. (Seoul, Korea), DNA was captured on customized Nimblegen 2.1 

array (Roche NimbleGen, Madison, WI, USA) with capturing capacity of 33 Mb. The 

targeted region was corresponded to position 178,100,000 bp and end at 188,700,000 bp 

on Chromosome 3 according to UCSC hg19 Assembly. Captured library was subsequently 

sequenced using Illumina platform Genome Analyzer II X (GAIIX) in a single-end 76 bp 

configuration. Sequence reads were mapped against UCSC hg19 using BWA software 

(http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/) The SNPs and Indels are detected by SAMTOOLS 

(http://samtools.sourceforge.net/) and annotated by SIFT (http://sift.jcvi.org/). 

 

Mutation confirmation and restriction enzyme digestion 

 PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing were performed to confirm the mutation 

in patient III-7. Primer for the amplification of the coding exons of HTR3D and MASP1are 

listed in Table 5. Restriction enzyme digestion with BsmAI was used for normal control 

screening. 

 

Table 5. List of Primer pair and restriction enzyme digestion that used for mutation 

confirmation. 
Gene Forward primer (5’-3’) Reverse primer (5’-3’) Enzyme 

HTR3D GTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCAGTATCCAAGGAGCATGTC TCTCCGTGACGCTGTAATTG BsmA1 

MASP1 CTTCATCACCCACCTGCTGC GAAGGAGGCAGGAGCAGAGA BsmA1 
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Array-bases Comparative Genomic Hybridization for detecting the dosage imbalance 

Test DNA (affected male (III7)) and reference DNA (unaffected male (III6)) were sent 

to Macrogen, Inc, (Korea) to determine for a copy number variations. DNAs were 

independently labeled with fluorescent dyes, co-hybridized to a NimbleGen Human CGH 

385K chromosome X Tiling array (Figure8), and scanned using a 2 μm scanner. Log2-ratio 

values of the probe signal intensities (Cy3/Cy5) were calculated and plotted versus 

genomic position using Roche NimbleGen NimbleScan software. Data are displayed in 

Roche NimbleGen Signal Map software. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. 385K Array format.Human CGH 385K Chromosome 3 Tiling Array, Probe Length 

50-75 mer, Median Probe Spacing 475 bp. Source: UCSC, Build: HG18, NCBI36. 
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Whole Exome Sequencing 

 The genomic DNA of two affected (III-2, III-16) and an unaffected (II-15) were sent to 

BGI (Shenzhen, China) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Experiment overview. Sample were prepared as an Illumina sequencing library, and 

in the second step, the sequencing libraries were enriched for the desired target using the 

Illumina Exome Enrichment protocol. The captured libraries were sequenced using 

IlluminaHiSeq 2000 Sequencer. 
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Captured library construction 

TruSeq DNA Sample Prep 

Each sequenced sample is prepared according to the Illumina protocols. Summary, one 

microgram of genomic DNA was fragmented by nebulization, the fragmented DNA is 

repaired, an ‘A’ is ligated to the 3’end, Illumina adapters are then ligated to the fragments, 

and the sample is size selected aiming for a 350–400 base pair product. The size selected 

product is PCR amplified, and the final product is validated using the Agilent Bioanalyzer. 

First Hybridization 

Before the fist hybridization, the multiple libraries are combined with different indices into a 

single pool prior to enrichment. The pooled DNA libraries are mixed with capture probes of 

targeted regions. The recommended hybridization time ensures targeted regions bind to the 

capture probes thoroughly. 

First Wash 

The streptavidin beads are used to capture probes containing the targeted regions of 

interest. Three wash steps remove non-specific binding from the beads. The enriched 

library is then eluted from the beads and prepared for a second hybridization. 

Second Hybridization 

The first elution of the DNA library is mixed with the capture probes of target regions. The 

second hybridization ensures the targeted regions are further enriched. 

Second Wash 

The streptavidin beads are used in order to capture probes containing the targeted regions 

of interest. Three wash steps remove non-specific binding from the beads. The enriched 

library is then eluted from the beads and prepared for sequencing. It is similar to the First 

Wash procedure. 

PCR Amplification 

PCR is used in order to amplify the enriched DNA library for sequencing. PCR is performed 

with the same PCR primer cocktail used in TruSeq DNA Sample Preparation. 

Enriched Library Validation 
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Axeq Technologies performs procedures for quality control analysis on the sample library 

and quantification of the DNA library templates. 

Clustering & Sequencing 

Illumina utilizes a unique "bridged" amplification reaction that occurs on the surface of the 

flow cell. A flow cell containing millions of unique clusters is loaded into the HiSeq 2000 for 

automated cycles of extension and imaging. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Data analysis pipeline. 
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DNA sequence analysis 

Sequence data were analyzed using Sequencher (version 4.2; Gene Codes 

Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI) and were aligned with nucleotide BLAST program from 

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical significance was determined according to an independent sample t-test 

using the SPSS program version 11.5 as specified. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Clinical findings 

We identified a BAFME family in Thailand (Figure 11). General information including 

age, gender, age of onset of cortical tremor and generalized seizures, frequency of 

seizures, severity of tremors, family history and medical history was collected (Table 1). We 

investigated 24 family members. Six had cortical tremor only while the other seven had 

generalized seizures along with cortical tremor. Of these 13 affected, 12 had hand tremor 

before the onset of epileptic seizures. Only one patient, III-16 (Table 8) had seizures two 

years before the onset of tremor. The average age of onset was 19.5 (range 10-33 years) for 

tremor and 25 (range 19-33 years) for seizures. None had cognitive impairment. 

 

EEG 

 

 
 

Figure 13. EEG finding showed generalized paroxysmal sharp and slow complex wave 

(mainly anterior head regions). 
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SEPs 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 14. SEP of right tibial (left panel) and left median nerve (right panel) showed giant 

cortical potential in patient III-14. 
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Table 6. Result of SSEP 

 

 
Family ID 

Median SSEP 
(N20 amplitude) 

Tibial SSEP 
(P37 amplitude) 

Rt. Lt. Rt. Lt. 

II-7 6.30  N 6.40 N 0.99  N 1.80 N 

II-11 48.00áá 68.00 áá 4.94  N 20.45áá 

III-3 7.80  N 1.50 N 6.00  N 3.40 N 

III-14 8.51 á 26.30 áá 5.44  N 1.77 N 

III-9 5.70 N 3.30 N 2.10 N 1.30 N 

II-15 3.10 N 2.80 N 0.40 N 0.40 N 

III-18 1.70 N 1.20 N 1.00 N 1.80 N 

III-13 5.50 N 6.60 N 2.90 N 5.30 N 

III-12 2.60 N 2.80 N 0.86 N 1.30 N 

  III-1 5.10 N 7.20 N 2.20 N 5.30 N 

  III-2 5.70 N 4.50 N 3.20 N 3.50 N 

  III-15 2.27 N 17.61áá 6.38  N 3.48 N 

  III-16 13.50á 11.20 á 2.20 N 9.10á 

  III-6 6.80 N 6.00 N 2.40 N 3.70 N 

  II-5 13.60á 23.50áá 4.60 N 9.70á 

  III-7 14.20á 14.00á 5.00 N 5.70 N 

  III-8 5.30 N 7.00 N 1.00 N 2.20 N 
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C-reflex 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 15. C-reflex was found during submaximal stimulation of the right median nerve of 

Patient III-15. 
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Table 7. Result of C-reflex 

 

Family ID  
Sex 

 
Age 

C reflex 

Rt. Lt. 

II-7 M 58 NR NR 

II-11 M 55 41.55 39.70 

III-3 M 27 40.75 40.15 

III-14 F 20 36.10 37.35 

III-9 M 67 NR NR 

II-15 M 51 NR NR 

III-18 F 14 NR NR 

III-13 M 28 NR NR 

III-12 F 25 NR NR 

  III-1 M 32 NR NR 

  III-2 M 30 39.05 40.75 

  III-15 M 26 40.15 40.90 

  III-16 F 24 37.60 38.60 

  III-6 F 34 NR NR 

  II-5 F 62 40.85 42.65 

  III-7 F 22 36.95 36.00 

  III-8 F 28 NR NR 
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Jerk-locked back averaging EEG 
 

 
 

Figure 16. Jerk-locked averaging analysis showing a positive-negative potential over the 

contralateralcentroparietal electrodes, preceding myoclonus about 22 ms (right Biceps 

brachii; 2 averaging, 200 each). 



 

Table 8. Clinical and neurophysiological findings in 13 patients with benign adult familial myoclonic epilepsy 

Patient ID Gender Age at follow-

up (years) 

Age of onset (years) Electrophysiological study Medication Seizure 

frequency in the 

past year 

Cortical 

tremor 

Generalized 

seizures 

EEG Photic Giant 

SEPs 

C-reflex JLA 

II-1 M 63 33 33 Multifocal PSW - N/A N/A N/A Rivotril, PB GTC once a 

year, Myoclonus 

once a month 

II-4 F 62 20 None Multifocal PSW + N/A N/A N/A None None 

II-5 F 62 28 None Generalized 

sharp wave 

- 

 

+ + N/A None None 

II-9 M 59 12 26 Multifocal PSW + - + N/A VPA 400, CZP 0.5 None 

II-11 M 57 10 None N/A N/A + + N/A None None 

III-2 M 31 21 25 N/A - - + N/A CZP 0.5, PPN 20 None 

III-3 M 30 17 20 Multifocal PSW - - + N/A VPA 500, CZP 2 None 

III-4 M 34 20 None Normal - - + N/A PPN 80 None 

39 
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III-7 F 31 25 30 N/A N/A + + N/A None None 

III-10 F 32 10 None Multifocal PSW + + + N/A None None 

III-14 F 22 17 None Multifocal PSW + + + N/A None None 

III-15 M 28 19 24 Multifocal PSW  

- 

+ + + LVT 4000, CZP 4 None 

III-16 F F, 27 21 19 Generalized 

sharp wave 

+ + + + CZP 2, LVT 1500 None 

 

Abbreviations: SEPs, somatosensory evoked potentials; N/A, not available; PSW, polyspikes and wave; PB, phenobarbital; VPA, valproic 

acid; LVT, leviteracetam; CZP, clonazepam; PPN, propanolol; GTC, generalized tonic-clonic convulsion; -, absence; +, presence. 

40 
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Figure 17. Archimedes spiral free-hand drawings of a patient with cortical tremor elicited 

irregular tremor with occasional sudden, brisk jerk. 
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Absence of linkage to 8q23.3-q24.1 and 2p11.1-q12.2. 

Two-point linkage analysis generated negative LOD scores in every 

microsatellite marker at all the recombination values from 0.00 to 0.50. The LOD scores 

were equal to minus infinity at recombination rate of 0.00, indicating no linkage to any of 

the selected markers. As a result, linkage to the two chromosome regions 8q23.3–q24.1 

and 2p11.1–q12.2 was excluded. 

 

Table 9. LOD scores results of Thai family with BAFME. 

No.  Marker  Recombination Fraction (θ) 

0.000  0.010  0.050  0.100  0.200  0.300  0.400  0.500  

1  D8S1830  -∞ -1.60  -0.88  -0.56  -0.26  -0.10  -0.02  0.00  

2  D8S555  -∞ -1.14  -0.49  -0.25  -0.08  -0.02  0.00  0.00  

3  D8S588  - ∞ -6.42  -3.05  -1.72  -0.61  -0.17  -0.02  0.00  

4  D8S1112  - ∞ -4.63  -2.51  -1.58  -0.69  -0.26  -0.06  0.00  

5  D8S1826  - ∞ -5.64  -2.89  -1.75  -0.74  -0.28  -0.06  0.00  

6  D8S572-18  - ∞ -6.73  -3.27  -1.86  -0.66  -0.19  -0.03  0.00  

7  D8S1799  - ∞ -8.12  -4.06  -2.43  -1.00  -0.36  -0.08  0.00  

8  D2S388  - ∞ -2.09  -1.20  -0.77  -0.35  -0.14  -0.03  0.00  

9  D2S2175  - ∞ -1.18  -0.53  -0.28  -0.10  -0.03  -0.01  0.00  

10  D2S2264  - ∞ -2.80  -1.44  -0.89  -0.39  -0.15  -0.04  0.00  
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GWLS and narrowing down the critical region 

We detected preliminary evidence for linkage at D3S1262 that gave the 

maximum two-point LOD score of 5.419 at θ = 0.00. The critical region was 15 Mb in 

size and located on chromosome 3q26.31-3q28. This prompted us to select eleven 

additional markers on chromosome 3q (Figure 16) to refine the critical region to 10 Mb 

between D3S3730 and D3S1580 on 3q26.32-3q28. The results of haplotype analysis for 

these markers and two-point LOD scores between disease phenotype and each marker 

locus are shown in Figure 17, respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Pedigree of a Thai family with BAFME. Genotypes for the four informative 

markers of the linked loci are shown. The fourth BAFME locus is indicated in the 

rectangle. 
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Figure 19. Genetic map of the eleven markers for fine mapping (left) and their two-point 

LOD scores (right). 

 

Targeted resequencing of 10Mb linkage region on chromosome 3 

Total yield of 37,446,268  reads or 2,808,470,100 bp of total sequence was 

achieved by using one lane of a Illumina sequencing run. Of these sequence, 97.4% 

were mapped back to unique regions of the human genome (hg19). The capture 

efficiency varied across the target with 94.7% more than 1X , 92.4% more than 10X and 

the mean read depth of target regions is 227.8X. A total of 8522 variants were found in 

this region, of these 89 variants were in the coding region. We excluded known SNPs 

and have not been reported in dbSNP Build 130, 1000 Genomes and HAPMAP. We 

filtered only the novel coding or splice site variants on the basis of heterozygosity 

because of autosomal dominant trait. The remaining two candidates were c.589C>G in 

HTR3D resulted in L197V and D527E in MASP1.  

Table 10. Result of the targeted next-generation sequencing 

No. Position Gene Mutation Codon Prediction 

1 183756391 HTR3D Missense CTC-gTC Tolerated 

2 186954078 MASP1 Missense GAC-GAg Tolerated 
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Mutation analysis and restriction enzyme digestion in HTR3D and MASP1 

For confirming the mutation in HTR3D and MASP1 gene, PCR amplification and 

Sanger sequencing were performed to confirm the mutation in III-7.Although these two 

variants were conserved during evolution, both of them have been detected in our 

internal variant database in Thai-controls with frequency of 5 out of.38 alleles and 2 out 

of 226 alleles, respectively using restriction enzyme digestion. 

 

Array-bases Comparative Genomic Hybridization for detecting the dosage imbalance 

 From the array CGH result of chromosome3 (Figure 18)there are seven regions 

that gave Log2-ratio values more than 0.3 while six were found to have Log2-ratio values 

less than 0.3. Considering only linkage region we found Log2 ratio value at position 

185459416-185463265 less than 0.3 indicating loss of DNA region. The red box (Figure 

18) mark loss on chromosome 3. After searching in Database of Genomic Variants (DGV 

- http://projects.tcag.ca/variation/) this gain region was resided in the variation_4364 

(31). Eventually, array CGH did not provide possible causative copy number variation. 

 
 

Figure 20. Result of Array CGH. 

 The 4th BAFME locus:  
180029295-190025487 

 

UCSC Genome Browser on Human Mar. 2006 (NCBI36/hg18) Assembly 
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Whole Exome Sequencing 

The result of exome sequencing analysed from BGI showed that there were 212 

variants and 21 indels. The results were summarized into two categories below. Number 

of changes represented the number of variants left after using indicated criteria. 

Table 11. Summarized data for SNP_3q26.32-3q28. 

Criteria Number of changes 

Total changes in 3q26.32-3q28 212 

0000' in 2 patients and 1 control 24 

dbSNP135 13 

Found in 2 patient and didn't find in control 3 

Check from Alamut program 0 

 

Table 12. Summarized data for Indel_3q26.32-3q28. 

Criteria Number of changes 

All indels in 3q26.32-3q28 21 

Found in 2 patient and didn't find in control 2 

Check from public database 0 
0000: Information whether the SNP could be found in dbSNP, 1000 genomes data(pilot1, 2, 3), hapmap, YH project 

('0' indicates could not be found in corresponding data or the MAF of the genotype less than 0.5% except YH project, 

'1' indicates could). 

In summary, there are no interesting candidate mutations in the linked locus. It is 

possible that the criteria used were restricted which may lead to unidentifiable mutation.  

We then attempted to reanalyze the variants using less strict criteria. The result 

was shown in table 13. 

Table 13. Reanaysis of whole exome sequencing. 

Criteria Number of variants 

Variants_3q26.32-3q28 212 

Variants_shared by 2 cases not by control 74 

Variants_non-synonymous 68 

Variants_coding region 11 
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Table 14. List of variants which located in coding region after reanalysis. 

 
Position Referenc

e 

Gene Control II-15 Case III-16 Case III-2 

18350871

4 

G YEATS2 G44G59A2,0000,r

ef 

A81A60G1,0101,missense R99A22G22,0101,missens

e 

18344221

9 

A YEATS2 A99A91G0,0000,re

f 

G95G87A0,1101,missense R99A46G34,1101,missens

e 

18350859

0 

A YEATS2 A99A44G0,0000,re

f 

G81G41A0,0101,missense R99G22A17,0101,missens

e 

18691775

1 

C RTP1 C81C29G0,0000,r

ef 

S99C14G10,1110,missens

e 

S99C10G5,1110,missense 

19117919

3 

A PYDC2 A47A14G0,0000,re

f 

R99A6G6,1111,missense R94A8G4,1111,missense 

18442890

3 

T MAGEF1 T88T56G1,0000,re

f 

K99T30G19,1111,missens

e 

K99G26T27,1111,missens

e 

18442941

4 

C MAGEF1 C60C21G0,0000,r

ef 

M99C12A10,1111,missens

e 

M99A16C8,1111,missens

e 

18842607

7 

G LPP G99G41T0,0000,re

f 

R99G24A12,0000,missens

e 

R99A21G21,0000,missens

e 

18381841

6 

G HTR3E G67G25T0,0000,re

f 

A96A38G0,1111,missense A81A58G1,1111,missense 

18375639

1 

C HTR3D C99C61G0,0000,r

ef 

G83G47A1,0100,missense S99G41C29,0100,missens

e 

18492229

4 

C EHHAD

H 

C99C45G0,0000,r

ef 

Y99C21T16,1100,missens

e 

Y99T22C18,1100,missens

e 

 

Of eleven additional variants, two variants have been reported in less than two 

databases. First variant is and L197V in HTR3Dthe second variant is G379E in LPP  In 

addition, these two variants were chosen because they were not present in unaffected 

while it present in our two.. TheL197V in HTR3Dwas found in5 out of 38 alleles of Thai 

healthy control. Another G379E in LPP was in progressed. This gene is unlikely to be a 

causative gene for BAFME 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 

 

Benign Adult Familial Myoclonic Epilepsy (BAFME) was characterized by adult-

onset cortical tremor and generalized seizure. This disorder is transmitted as an 

autosomal dominant trait with high penetrance. BAFME diagnosis is based on clinical 

and electrophysiological criteria. An electrophysiological study is essential to confirm 

the cortical origin of myoclonus. BAFME was first reported in 1990in the Japanese family 

which the affected patients had fine finger tremulous movement, myoclonic jerks, and 

occasional tonic-clonic seizures (TCS)(10). 

We reported a large Thai pedigree which consists of 13 affected family 

members. Clinical and electrophysiological features of our patients (Table 8) confirmed 

the diagnosis of BAFME which showed a tremor with adult onset, similar to essential 

tremor but associated with generalized epilepsy. The cortical origin was confirmed by 

electrophysiological study showing cortical hyperexcitability (enhanced long loop reflex, 

giant somatosensory evoked potential (SEPs)), premyoclonus cortical spikes detected 

by the jerk-locked back averaging method. Of the 13 affected members, one (7.7%) 

developed epileptic seizure prior to tremor, originally observed in 16% of cases(32). 

 The patients' phenotypes were similar to those previously reported families in 

other populations particularly the Japanese patients. Electrophysiologic studies 

revealed the cortical hyperexcitability with cortical origin of tremor. Our patients had a 

non-progressive clinical course. Myoclonic tremor and seizure responded well to 

valproic acid, clonazepam, or levetiracetam. No cognitive deficit was found in our 

cases.  

For more than twenty years since the first reported BAFME, no underlying genes 

have been reported but only been mapped to three chromosomal regions. Linkage 

analysis was used to identify chromosomal region since then. The first locus was on 

chromosome 8q (1), the second on chromosome 2p (3) and the third was recently 

reported on chromosome 5p (4). We performed exclusion of linkage only chromosome 

8q and chromosome 2p and whole genome linkage analysis before 5p locus was 

reported in 2010. The latest article published on 2012 used Human Linkage 12 SNP 
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array in combination with microsatellite marker for refinement and reported a third locus 

on 5p region. The anticipation was suspected in two previous studies from the same 

Japanese research group. The latter study added three additional families out of four to 

the data. Clinical anticipation was divided into two types including cortical tremor and 

generalized seizures. There was a clear in the onset age of the cortical tremor in three 

families while similarly in generalized seizures Gender has no relationship with both 

phenotypes. However, our Thai family did not show any clinical anticipation among three 

generations. 

We first performed genome-wide linkage analysis with 400 microsatellite markers 

after exclusion of chromosome 8 and chromosome 2. The D3S1262 on chromosome 

3q26.32-3q28 was the only marker that gave LOD score greater than 3 (5.419). Using 

11 additional subsequent markers, we successfully narrowed down the critical region 

from 15 Mb to 10 Mb, between the markers D3S3730 and D3S1580. This locus 

represents the fourth chromosomal region for BAFME. The critical region consists of 136 

genes and had several candidate genes for example Chloride Channel 2 (CLCN2), 

Potassium large conductance calcium-activated channel subfamily M beta member 2 

(KCNMB2) and 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 3 family member D (HTR3D) 

etc. 

Genetic heterogeneity is not uncommon in human diseases including 

neurological disorders. A striking example is spinocerebellar ataxia, which has at least 

33 underlying genes (33). We attempted to identify the causative gene within the fourth 

chromosomal region using several techniques. First, we use targeted resequencing of 

whole 10 Mb. By that time, NGS technology is a recent research tool. The cost of this 

service is very high though less than traditional Sanger sequencing if all genes need to 

be sequenced. We therefore sent only one affected member as a trial of this technology. 

The result showed very good data quality with more than 100x coverage. We could 

obtain sequences from coding exon, intron, 5’UTR, 3’UTR, promoter and intergenic 

region. Unfortunately, after filtering process excluding variants present in healthy 

controls available in public databases, no variants in coding regions remained. the 

result did not reveal any candidate variants (Table 15). 
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Table 15. Variant from Targeted Next-Generation Sequencing 

 

Categories Number 

All variants 8,522 

Coding variants 89 

Novel (not in dbSNP) 2 

RFLP in healthy control 0 

 

Secondly, we used array-based comparative genomic hybridization for 

detecting the dosage imbalance, It is possible that this disease may occur from copy 

number variation. 

Our aCGH results showed that there was a gain position between 

chr3:196896783-196927063 in the  critical region. However, it has already been 

reported in Database Genome Variants (DGV). 

Finally, we performed Whole Exome Sequencing as some data might be missed. 

In collaboration with Beijing Genome Research Institute, we sent two affected and one 

unaffected DNA to performed whole exome sequencing.  

As shown in the results, our primary filtering criterions were too strict that we 

could not find a candidate variant. Due to the massive information and many databases 

to date, some rare variants might be reported as SNPs in the public genetics database 

with low frequency of 1-2 alleles. This is our case, one additional variant was found with 

low frequency from db135. The G379E in LPP is now our candidate. Further study is 

needed to verify its pathogenicity in BAFME. 

Combination of next-generation sequencing and array comparative genomic 

hybridization technology should cover almost all possible mutations such as nucleotide 

substitution, small or large insertions/deletion and dosage imbalance.. Although 

thousands of new variants were found in 5-UTR, 3-UTR, intergenic or intron region, our 

first priority is in the coding regions. Further studies are needed to verify if variants 

outside coding region are involved in the disorder. 

Discovery of the fourth BAFME chromosomal region will facilitate the 

identification of the responsible gene. This will provide further understanding into the 
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molecular basis of epilepsy and better insight into the disease mechanism leading to 

more effective treatment of this disorder. 
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APPENDIX A 
ABI Prism Linkage Mapping Set 2.5 

Chromosome 1 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosome 1. 
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Chromosome 2 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosome 2. 
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Chromosome 3, 4 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosome 3, 4. 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 3, 4 (continued). 
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Chromosome 5, 6 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 5, 6 . 
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Chromosome 7, 8 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 7, 8. 
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Chromosome 9, 10, 11 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 9, 10, 11. 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 9, 10, 11 (continued). 
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Chromosome 12, 13 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 12, 13. 
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Chromosome 14 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosome 14. 
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Chromosome 15, 16 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 15, 16. 
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Chromosome 17, 18 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 17, 18. 
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Chromosome 19, 20, 21, 22 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosomes 19, 20, 21, 22. 
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Chromosome X 
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Associated Panels. The following panels cover chromosome X. 
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APPENDIX B 
MLINK version 5.1 

การตดิตั้งโปรแกรม 

1. Download โปรแกรมจาก ftp://linkage.rockefeller.edu/software/linkage/. 

2. ทําการแก� configuration ของเครื่อง (การแก� configuration ขึ้นกับ version ของ 

Windows_ในทีน่ี้จะขอกล�าวถงึ Window XP) 

Window XP 

A. เข�าไปใน C:\WINDOWS\system32 และหาไฟล� CONFIG.NT คลิกขวาเลือก 

Open        Select the program from a list         OK 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

B. เลือก  Notepad          OK 
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C. พิมพ�  device=c:WINDOWS\system32\ansi.sys ลงไปในบรรทดัสุดท�ายในหน�า 

Notepad ต�อจากนั้นเลือก File         Save และป�ดหน�าต�าง (ทําขั้นตอนนี้เพื่อทําให�

สามารถเป�ดโปรแกรม LCP ได�) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEDIGREE FILE (PED FILE) 

มีขั้นตอนการสร�าง ดังนี ้

§ สร�าง PED FILE โดยทําการกรอกข�อมูลลงใน Notepad 

วิธีกรอกข�อมูลพงศาวลี ดังนี ้

 

Column 1 ID ครอบครัว 

Column 2 ID บุคคล 

Column 3 ID พ�อ 

Column 4 ID แม� 

Column 5 ID เพศ 

Column 6 ID ฟ�โนไทป� 

Column 7 ID จีโนไทป� (1) 

Column 8 ID จีโนไทป� (2) 
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โดยกําหนดให�   

- ID เพศ        - เพศชาย เป�น 1 

                  - เพศหญิง เป�น 2 

- ID ฟ�โนไทป�        - ไม�เป�นโรค เป�น 1 

                          - เป�นโรค     เป�น 2 

ตัวอย�าง Pedigree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

จากตัวอย�าง Pedigree สามารถสร�าง PED FILE ได�ดังนี้ 

 

1. เป�ด Notepad ทําการกรอกข�อมูล 
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เลือก File          Save as        ตั้งชื่อ ไฟล�เป�น .PRE (ในทีน่ี้ save เป�น SAMPLE.PRE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAKEPED PROGRAM (เพื่อทําการเปลี่ยนจากไฟล� .PRE เป�นไฟล� .PED ) 

การใช�โปรแกรม MAKEPED มีขั้นตอนดังนี ้

1. เป�ดโปรแกรม MAKEPED  

เลือกที่โฟลเดอร� Rockefeller software package1            DOS          supdos               

MAKEPED1.EXE 
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2. เมื่อขึ้นหน�าต�างโปรแกรม MAKEPED ให�ใส�ไฟล� .PRE ที่สร�างไว� แล�วกด Enter  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. ตรง Output file ใส�ชื่อที่ต�องการ save เป�น .PED (ในที่นีจ้ะใช�ชื่อที่ save ชื่อเดยีวกับ 

.PRE) 

กด Enter 
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4.  Does your pedigree file contain any loops?    (y/n)            n           Enter 

       Do you want probands selected automatically?      (y/n)           y           Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATAFILE and PREPLINK PROGRAM 

1. เป�ดโปรแกรม PREPLINK  

เลือกที่โฟลเดอร� Rockefeller software package1            DOS          supdos               

PREPLINK.EXE 
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2. เลือก (k) See or modify loci description_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. เลือก (e) CHANGE LOCUS TYPE_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. ใส�ตําแหน�งของ locus ที่ต�องการเปลี่ยน โดยครั้งแรกใส�ตําแหน�ง locus เป�น 1_Enter 
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5. เลือก (c) AFFECTION STATUS_Enter เพื่อเป�นการ ENTER NEW LOCUS TYPE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. เลือก (a) SEE OR MODIFY A LOCUS_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. ENTER LOCUS NUMBER TO SEE OR MODIFY LOCUS (OR 0 TO EXIT) 

ใส�ตําแหน�งของ locus ที่ต�องการเปลี่ยน โดยใส�ตําแหน�ง locus เป�นตําแหน�งที่ 1 อีก

ครั้ง_Enter 
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8. เลือก (c) PENETRANCES_Enter  

จากนัน้กําหนดค�า penetrance โดยถ�าเป�นโรคที่มกีารถ�ายทอดแบบ Autosomal 

dominant ให�ใส�ค�าดงันี ้

ENTER NEW PENETRANCES 

GENOTYPE  1 1  OLD PEN    0.00000000  

0 

GENOTYPE  1 2  OLD PEN    0.00000000 

1 

GENOTYPE  2 2  OLD PEN    1.00000000 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. เลือก (d) GENE FREQUENCIES_Enter 
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10. ENTER  2  NEW GENE FREQUENCIES 

0.01 

0.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. เลือก (e) EXIT_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. เลือก (a) SEE OR MODIFY A LOCUS_Enter 
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13. ENTER LOCUS NUMBER TO SEE OR MODIFY LOCUS (OR 0 TO EXIT) 

ใส�ตําแหน�งของ locus ที่ต�องการเปลี่ยน โดยใส�ตําแหน�ง locus เป�น 2_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. เลือก (a) NUMBER OF ALLELES_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15. ใส�จํานวน alleles ในครอบครัวนี ้(ในทีน่ี้ใส�เป�น 6) _Enter 

จํานวน alleles หมายถึงแบบของจํานวน repeats ที่พบได�ในครอบครัวนั้น  
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เลือก (b) GENE FREQUENCIES_Enter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. ใส�ค�าความถี่ของยีน โดยคิดจาก 1/NUMBER OF ALLELES 

ในทีน่ี้ 1/6 ใส�  

0.17   

0.17   

0.17   

0.17   

0.17   

0.15 

 Enter 

 

17. เลือก (c) EXIT 
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18. เลือก (f) RETURN TO MAIN MENU_Enter เพื่อกลับไปยังหน�าจอหลัก 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19. เลือก (n) Write datafile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20. บันทึกไฟล�เป�น SAMPLE.DAT 
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21. เลือก (o) EXIT_Enter  

เพื่อเสร็จสิน้การสร�าง DATAFILE (ถ�าไม�เลือก EXIT จะถือว�ายังไม�ได�สร�าง DATAFILE)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE LCP SHELL 

 

1. เป�ดโปรแกรม LCP โดยเลือก LCP.EXE 
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2. กรอกข�อมูล ดังภาพ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 เมื่อกรอกข�อมูลเสร็จเลือก Page Down (PGDN) 

 

3. เลือก General pedigrees_PGDN 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. เลือก MLINK_PGDN 
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5. เลือก Lod score table_PGDN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. เลือก No sex difference_PGDN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. เลือก Locus order เป�น 1 2_PGDN (Other recomb. เลือกตามต�องการ) 
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8. กด CTRL/Z เพื่อออกจากโปรแกรม 

9. เมื่อออกจากโปรแกรม จะได�ไฟล� SAMPLE.BAT 

10. เลือกที่ไฟล� SAMPLE.BAT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 จะได�ไฟล� FINAL.OUT และ STREAM.OUT 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. เป�ดไฟล� FINAL.OUT จะได�ค�า LOD score 
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